Study Guide: FINAL-2014

TOPICS: There will be 50 Multiple Choice Questions:

Implicit and Explicit memory
Spatial Memory
Episodic Memory
Working memory
Hampton Court maze
Problem Solving
Phonological Loop
Thinking and problem solving
Language: Syntax, semantics
MTL: Hippocampus
Long term memory
Patient EW-- naming deficit for animals
Consolidation-Sleep
Metacognition
Amensia (antereograd patient HM)
Broca and Wernicke
Sleep Facts-- Look at the Lecture!
Frontal control
Executive control
Autism
Taking Multiple Choice tests

RELAX!  Don't panic...Relax..

ANSWER ONLY THE ONES YOU ARE 100% SURE ABOUT.. And the ones where you think you know the answers immediately to..

If you think about the question... and it could be A or D.. wait on that one come back to it.. and mark the ones you think it could be.

Once you return back to the top.. ANSWER ONLY THE ONES YOU CAN ANSWER IMMEDIATELY AND YOU ARE 99% sure about.

NOW once you come back to the ones you can't immediately answer: ELIMINATE as many options as you can...then pick the one that is left, If two left and you have absolutely no idea:  Flip a coin.

Secret of MCTs:  Professors can be lazy.  They will often use the same position in the MCT for the answer.  So on the first PASS through look where most of the answers are located.. if its “C” then when you are eliminating options.. and there is B and C left? Pick C. other things being equal

Of course it will help if you STUDY!!!